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Assessment of the Cathare 1D pump model (Gelliaty, G. & Bestion, D., France)

Horizontal steam generators modelling (Haapalento, T., France)

Session 7C
Fusion reactors

Loss-of-coolant accident analysis for ITER divertor system (Yonomoto, T., Kukita, Y., Ogawa, M., Kunugi, T., Seki, Y., Okazaki, T. & Takatsu, H., Japan)

Thermal hydraulic tests at NET/ITER relevant conditions on divertor targets using swirl tubes (Schlosser, J. & Boscary, J., France)

Prediction of CHF in subcooled flow boiling (Caira, M., Caruso, G. & Naviglio, A., Italy)

Session 7D
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A transient analysis model for liquid-metal and non liquid-metal heat pipes (Tournier, J.M. & El-Genk, M.S., USA)

Design considerations for the rotating electrostatic liquid-film radiator (Bankoff, S.G., Miksis, M.J., Kim, H., & Gwinner, R., USA)
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Experimental investigations of the void fraction in a reactor vessel during depressurization (Thies, A. & Mewes, D., Germany)

New studies of the effect of surface heating on frictional pressure drop in single-and two-phase flow (Leung, L.K.H., Groeneveld, D.C., Aubé, F. & Tapucu, A., Canada)

An investigation of the constitutive relations for intersubchannel transfer mechanisms in horizontal flows as applied in the ASSERT-4 subchannel code (Tye, P., Teyssedou, A. & Tapucu, A., Canada)

The effect of turbulent mixing models on the predictions of subchannel codes (Tapucu, A., Teyssedou, A., Tye, P., & Troche, N., Canada)
**Session 8B**

**Boiling heat transfer and boiling crisis**

- Evaluation of performance of CHF correlations in a PHWR fuel assembly geometry (Blumenkrantz, A., Argentina)
- Reflood modeling under oscillatory flow conditions with Cathare (Kelly, J.M., Bartak, J. & Janicot, A., France)
- The top-down reflooding model in the Cathare code (Bartak, J. & Bestion, D. & Haapalehto, T., France)
- An analytical conjugate heat-transfer two-dimensional two-field model of bubble flow (Bui, V.A., Dinh, T.N., Gorburov, V.I. & Nigmatulin, B.I., Russia)

**Session 8C**

**Scaling**

- Counterpart testing and scaling methodologies-Experience gained from Cathare 2 calculations using LOBI and BETHSY test results (Worth, B., Städteke, H., & Pellissier, M., Ispra)
- Evaluation of LWR containment heat and mass transfer models and scaling to integral experiments (De Rosa, F., Jones, A.V., Manfredini, A., Oriolo, F., Paci, S. & Shepherd, I.M., Italy)
- Stepwise integral scaling method for severe accident analysis and its application to corium dispersion in direct containment heating (Ishii, M., Zhang, G. & No, H.C., USA)

**Session 9B**

**Natural circulation in system loops I**

- Natural circulation in a VVER reactor geometry: experiments with the PACTEL facility and RELAP5 simulation (Lomperski, S., Riikonen, V. & Kouhia, J., Finland)
- Analysis of a large break LOCA in the hot leg of WWER-1000 plant for the prediction of containment pressure (Austregesilo, H., Kirmse, R.E., Tiltmann, M. & Macek, J., Germany)
- Steam generator multiple U-tube rupture experiments on Rosa-IV/LSTF (Nakamura, H., Anoda, Y. & Kukita, Y., Japan)

**Session 9A**

**Flow phenomena and mixing in pipes and vessels III**

- Spatio-temporal complexities and chaos in two-phase flow (Rajkovic, M., Riznic, J., & Ishii, M., Yougoslavia)
- Investigation of hydrodynamics in the distributing header of the second circuit of the intermediate heat exchanger for fast reactor (Gabrianovich, B.N. & Delnov, V.N., Russia)
- Droplet size modeling in annular flow (Kocamustafaogullari, G., Smits, S.R., Razi, J. & Huang, W.D., USA)
Session 9B

Condensation heat transfer

Heat transfer and stability phenomena in gas loaded condensers (Fox, R.J., Nagasaki, T., Hijikata, K. & Peterson, P.F., USA)

Characteristics of condensation heat transfer with wavy interface in the presence of noncondensable gas (Kang, H.C. & Kim, M.H., Korea)

UPTF-TRAM full-scale and PKL experiments on ECC flow reversal in a PWR hot leg (Sonnenburg, H.G., Palazov, V.V. & Kirmse, R.E., FRG)

Session 9C

Uncertainties and sensitivity analysis in experimental techniques and computational tools

A methodology for the qualification of thermalhydraulic code nodalizations (D'Auria, F., Galassi, G.M., Bonucelli, M. & Debrecin, N., Italy)

Minimization of the effect of errors in approximate radiation view factors (Clarksean, R. & Solbrig, C., USA)

Pseudo-cubic thin-plate type spline method for analyzing experimental data (de Crécy, F., France)

Session 9D

Natural circulation in system loops II

Analysis of the Bethsy 2" cold leg break experiment using the Relap 5/Mod 2.5 code at PSI (De Pasquale, F., Sencar, M. & Aksan, N., Switzerland)

Accident management procedures on the secondary and primary side for a PWR. Experimental investigations in the PKL test facility (Weber, P. & Umminger, K.J., Germany)

Investigation of PWR natural circulation at INER integral system test facility (Lee, C.H., Chang, Y.H. & Su, S.J., Taiwan, ROC)

Phenomena influencing secondary side feed and bleed effectiveness in pressurized water reactors (Annunziato, A., Ispra)

Session 10A

Flooding and CCFL II

Multi-dimensional two-phase flow regime distribution in a PWR downcomer during an LBLOCA refill phase (Dempster, W.M. & Abouhadra, D.S., UK)

Countercurrent flow of air and water through the top nozzle area of a scaled PWR fuel bundle (Tofani, P.C., Ladeira, L.C.D. & Navarro, M.A., Brasil)

Analysis of UPTF downcomer tests with the Cathare multi-dimensional model (Dor, I., France)
Session 10B
Liquid metal cooled reactors I

Computations of local developing temperature fields in fast reactor fuel subassemblies (Mühlbauer, P. & Mantlik, F., Czech Republic)

Detailed numerical studies of the thermal-hydraulics in the hot plenum of a liquid metal fast breeder reactor (Menant, B., Villand, M. & Grand, D., France)

Thermal-hydraulic transients in the cold collector of an EFR-type reactor (Marin, F., France)

Wire wrap modeling with the computer code Bacchus (Homann, Ch. & Dorr, B., Germany)

Session 10C
Uncertainties and sensitivity analysis in experimental techniques and computational tools II

Impact on DNB predictions of mixing models implemented into the three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic code THYC (Banner, D. & Aubry, S., France)

A better approach to the MDNBR concept (de Crécy, F., France)

The adjoint sensitivity method, a contribution to the code uncertainty evaluation (Ounsy, A., de Crécy, F. & Brun, B., France)

Session 10D
Natural circulation in system loops III

International standard problem ISP 33 at Pactel facility for the assessment of nuclear safety computer codes (Purhonen, H., Kervinen, T., Koulia, J., Riikonen, V., Kalli, H. & Ritonummi, T., Finland)

An experimental study on transient behavior of natural circulation loop with surge tank (Hsu, C.C., Liu, S., Huang, H. & Yang, Y., China)

Experiment and analyses of PWR station blackout transient involving pump seal leak (Watanabe, T. & Kukita, Y., Japan)

Independent verification of the ATHLET computer code based on BETHSY test 34a (Schall, M., FRG)

Session 11A
Flooding and CCFL II

Development of a new measurement technique for the diameter and the velocity of droplets (Geweke, M., Millies, M. & Mewes, D., FRG)

Two-phase flows in a siphon (Mignot, G., Cognet, G., Blanchard, M. & Werkoff, F., France)

On the prediction of flooding phenomenon with the Cathare code (Freitas, R. & Bestion, D., France)
Session II B

Liquid metal cooled reactors II

Influence of immersion cooler positions on the thermal-hydraulics in a slab geometry - A comparison of analytical and experimental data (Rust, K., Tschoke, H., Weinberg, D. & Becker, K., FRG)

Fundamental study on duplex steam generator tubes for liquid metal cooled fast reactors (Aritomi, M., Mizushima, T. & Yabuta, H., Japan)

Heat transfer from inner surface of a concentric annulus to forced flow of liquid sodium in the laminar and transition regions (Shiotsu, M., Hata, K., Takeuchi, Y. & Sakurai, A., Japan)

Natural circulation water tests for top-entry loop type LMFBR (Koga, T., Takeda, H., Moriya, S., Funada, T., Yamamoto, K., Eguchi, Y., Sasaki, K., Kajiwara, H., Watanabe, O. & Maekawa, I., Japan)

Session II C

Instrumentation and visualization techniques

Flow visualisation, heat transfer, and voidage measurements in steady state post-dryout at high pressure (Savage, R.A., Archer, D. & Swinnerton, D., UK)

The newest two-phase flow control devices in LWR equipment based on ultrasonic and WAT-technology (Melnikov, V.I. & Nigmatulin, B.I., Russia)

Determination of time dependent void fraction distribution in bubbly two-phase flow by a real-time neutron radiography technique (Harvel, G.D., Chang, J.S. & Krishnan, V.S., Canada)

The experimental study of steam bubble condensation in a subcooled water flow with the use of microphotography (Nigmatulin, B.I., Gudkov, V.I., Kolchugin, B.A., Lutovinov, S.Z. & Trubkin, N.I., Russia)

Development of a high speed particle image velocimetry technique using fluorescent tracers to study steam bubble collapse (Philip, O.G., Hassan, Y.A. & Schmidt, W.D., USA)

Session II D

Natural circulation in system loops IV

UPTF experiment : refined PWR LOCA thermal-hydraulic scenarios, conclusions from a full-scale experimental program (Weiss, P., Emmerling, R., Hertlein, R. & Liebert, J., FRG)

Primary feed-and-bleed experiments at ROSA-IV LSTF (Asaka, H., & Kukita, Y., Japan)

Loss of residual heat removal during mid-loop operation : Bethsy experiments (Dumont, D., Lavialle, G., Noel, B. & Deruaz, R., France)

PWR accident management related tests : some Bethsy results (Clément, P., Chataing, T., & Deruaz, R., France)

An integral response scaling method for a scaled-down test facility simulating SB-Locas in a passive PWR (Lee, S.I. & No, H.C., Korea)
**Session 12A**

**Fluid structure interactions**

Direct numerical simulation of fluid-structure thermal interaction occurring in the presence of internal waves (Ushijima, S. & Tanaka, N., Japan)

Fluid-structure coupling between a vibrating cylinder and a narrow annular flow (Perotin, L., France)

Application of large eddy simulation to three-dimensional tube bundle flows (Hassan, Y.A. & Lee, S., USA)

---
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**Water cooled reactors**

Optimisation of the operating conditions of pressurised water reactors limited by the DNB phenomenon (Stievenart, M., Lodewijckx, W. & Robeyns, J., Belgium)

Analyses of hypothetical steam generator tube rupture events to evaluate emergency operating procedures of Maanshan nuclear power station (Ma, Y.P., Wang, S.F. & Wang, Y.L., Taiwan, ROC)

Operational safety improvement for the RBMK-type reactors on the basis of technological channel leak modeling (Groshev, A.I., Slobodchuk, V.I., Vassiliev, P.D. & Galberg, V.P., Russia)

---
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**Fuel cycle**

Temperature fields in electric furnace for radwaste vitrification (Yefanov, A.D., Morozova, S.I., Nomofilov, E.V., Trevgoda, V.M. & Yuriev, Yu. S., Russia)

Design technique for thermal behaviour of spent nuclear fast reactor shipping casket under normal and accident operating conditions (Nomofilov, E.V. & Trevgoda, V.M., Russia)

Cerium evaporation from an electron beam source (Antoni, B., Bertrand, G., Le Guyadec, E., Lemaire, P., Maury, J. & Ravoire, J., France)

---
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**Gas cooled reactors**

The three-dimensional thermal analysis for the stand-pipe room of HTTR by the STREAM code (Takeda, T., Kunitomi, K. & Baba, O., Japan)

Studies on molecular diffusion and natural convection of multi-component gases (Takeda, T. & Hishida, M., Japan)

Numerical analysis of buoyancy-driven exchange flow with regard to an HTTR air ingress accident (Fujii, S., Akamatsu, M., Igarashi, M., Fumizawa, M., Kunugi, T. & Hishida, M., Japan)